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ABSTRACT
A study investigated the magnitude and direction of

the congruence of communicated expectations for teachers and students
in innovative and conventional programs. The three-part Watson
Analysis Schedule (WAS) which measures explicit, actual, and realized
expectations was administered to 525 students and teachers in
American studies classes ("process-oriented") and to 1,207 students
and teachers in conventional American history classes
("content-oriented"). The degree of congruence between the responses
of teachers and students within programs was determined by use of
zero-order correlation coefficients for each of the three parts of
the WAS, and differences between programs were analyzed by comparing
the respective indices of relation using Fisher z transformations. In
the same manner congruence was determined for responses between the
parts for the students and for the teachers in each program.
Generally there was higher congruence between students and teachers
in conventional than innovative programs although statistics support
neither a strong positive nor negative relation. Implications are
that satisfaction is more highly dependent on the nature of the
students' role within a program than on the efficiency with which
expectations are communicated. (Complete findings are included plus
an eight-item bibliography.) (JS)
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The direction of currcni., ii:;sv;t.in i n the enrriculum is

tot,'ord a proces:, crients:1 (171t, i-T In tCf31 c)e natur.r. of

the inanvationn is a dr:viatton finH een'!:nticnat p-nition in t(7rms

of Cans in enricula t,2ac7tin tratiric-: and cinl-Atrative organization,

based on an acceptance of dii:fercnt instructio;)al Cinnt and !4et('alfe, 3968).

\Toon the statements fro:a the sepct-at:c diseiplies of lcatning theory, iole

theory, and COP I)1C0t.O55 tLeory arc 1!1 proxlcity, it becor:.es

possible to note certain consistencic.: a::one th::m (lroom and Solznick, 1955;

Getzctls ettd Thelon, 1960; Sny, 19C6). All of thcT reflect i st:]-11;tr conceptual

framvork, albeit from separate vantage points. They seem to emphasize that in a

learning situation, (1) the teacher and the students bring interonlized sets to

the situation, (2) either implicitly or explicitly, the teacher formulates and

communicates goals to the students, (3) the student's perception of this comp:Ani-

cation defines, for the student, his role, expectation, and (4) the student's accep-

tance or rejection of the compunicated role expectation defines his subsequcnt

behavior. In this conceptualization, the teacher and the pupils are both reacting

to messages sent from the teacher in terms of their respective internalied schemas.

There are numerous aspects of these mc,ssac.s. One of these which would lo!ically

relate to role definition would h2 the comunicated expectations of the teachers

and the student's perception of these expectations.

NN. It he been snc,p.ested by role theorists that the P_4,7ii-7,i2.1! of I:I-to cormuni-t

cr)



cati.on be: sender (tcner) ar:d receivI (.tl.nhnt) js a hn:-zi d termn7,-It of

the (1( (f+( of the le,:rnIsg :;:ttua on U.C., 17tt,let an(? :riti:;fae;lun or Cie

student). This efficiency niht dtontined examin the eorrueneu

or the percytions or the_ teacher mld the :AAILIcnts toward the content. of the co7uni-

cated message.

Thus, it would be of intereA to examine this efficiency of comml-nication in

terms of the congruence: of epectations as perceived by students and teachers. Of

particular concern is the possibility of inrovations detrementally confusing

through a shift in ey.peetations since such -Incearp,Ince 11,-,s been asswrod to he

correlated with dissatisfaction and frustration.

PurIose

The purpose of this investigation was to determine the magnitude and direction

of the congruence of commuaicated expectations for teachers and students in inno-

vative and conventional programs. For the purposes of this study, the communi-

cations were divided into the following three categories: (1) explicitly stated

expectations, (2) actual expectations, and (3) realized expectations.

Method

The general plan for this study was to obtain selected measurements on

students' and teachers' perceptions of learning behavior for students enrolled

in innovative and conventional programs.

The measurement instrument used for this investigation was the Watson Analysis

Schedule, Form A (WAS in Marshall and Sokol, 1968; Watson 1969). The schedule is

divided into three parts with each part containing the same 71 items but consisting

of different directions for responding to the items.

Part I (Explicit Expectations) Students are asked to indicate expectations

stated by the teacher.



Par- (Aetu.-21 1_-!dolIt_ aro to ind.icate

which they 1.erecive r-11 actu.Olv

Pert III (Pealized 1:::pectationi,) Student are asked Lc) indicate expeetaion:-1

which are actually operati ve.

Student responses to each it:en ritr.cd Iron 1..c,ry sure the statement is true'

to very sure the stateent is not truk. on a five point scale.

In a previously reported study an innovative I,nerican Studies program ad

two conv4=ntionrl American flistory prorams bccil documened as "pros-

orienteduand "content-orienteOrespective) y (Watson, Marshall and So col, lo press) .

These programs were the source of data collected for this study.

The sample consisted of the students and teachers Sri American Studies

classes and conventional American history classes. The students and teachers in

the American Studies program were denoted the experimental group (Ep). The com-

parison groups consisted of students and teachers from two school districts in

the same metropolitan area which ranked closest to the school. housing the innova-

tive program on the basis of 16 variables.* These groups were the control sanple

(denoted Cl and C2). The total enrollment in the three programs were 525, 550,

and 657, for Ep, Cl, and C2, respectively.

In the present study the analyses utilized all 29 (nEp 12, nci = 8, nC2 = 9)

teachers and the total student population in each of the three programs.

Results

This study was designed to analyze several questions raised concerning the

innovative and conventional programs. These questions related specifically to

* These variables included statistics related to finance, college potential of stu-
dents, teacher academic background and teacher experience (Watson, 1969).
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the efficincy of ccunic:Ition twc,(-11 ttacr and fnudcnt.

Congruence, a7, cleed m ck.,.1-ce of relation bet'.: 'e;1

explicit - actual; explicit - nsaliz,:d; an,1 %ctull reali;ed expectations

perceived by both teachers and student::, flep-:rr:tcly, and by their interaction

on each dirnen.;ion, ecruj.ica was defined as the congruence'

between students end teachc:r of eplicit ;.::c1 actual enpcotations. As thus

defined, efficiency of comunicaion was a subset. of conc,ruence.

The degree of congruence beinaen the rc,,Tonses of teachers and students within

programs vas determined by use of Pearson Product .'foment correlation coefficients

for each of the three parts of the WAS.

The expected values for both teachers and students in each of the groups,

Ep, Cl, and C2, were determined for each of the 213 items on the inventory. The

correlation coefficients represent the degrees of relation between students and

teachers, within a group, on the 71 items comprising each part of the inventory

(see Table 1). The results are schematically presented in Figure 1.

TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE

FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE

Differences between programs were analyzed by comparing the respective

indices of relation for Ep veAsws Cl, Ep VCA4U4 C2, and Cl venous C2, using Fisher

z transformations. All differences were found to be significant at the .05 level

of confidence.

It can be noted that students and teachers in the Experimental program did not

agree on the explicit or actual expectations and, thus, indicated an extreme lack

of efficiency in the communication of specific expectations. However, there was a
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.501 correlation between students a::.(1 teachrs .r.lsociated with their p,.reeptien

of realized expectations or the actual b...lhavior of the s;tudents. In comparien,

greater congruence between students and teachers for actual expectation s (greater

efficiency of communication) was found in moth of the control groups while the

perception of the students' actual liehavier or realized expectations yielded less

congruence than Ep, and, in the case. of C2, a negative relation.

In the sane manner, congruence ;as datermired for responses between the

parts taken tvo at a tine for the students within each program. These correlation

coefficients are presented in Table I. niese results are also presented graphically

in Figure 2. All differences between programs were statistically significant at

the .05 level.

FICURE 2 ABOUT HERE

As night be expected there were high correlations between students' responses

on Parts I and II of the WAS. These represented Explicit and Actual expectations.

However, for all three student groups the highest correlations can be observed

between Parts II and III. These correlations represent the congruence of students'

perception of what they are actually expected to do and what they actually do. As

represented in Figure 2, the groups were again relatively homogeneous although the

differences between groups were statistically significant. Here the relative

positions of the groups remained the same for all three comparisons with Ep repre-

senting the lesser degree of congruence between parts and C2 the greater degree of

congruence.

The congruences for responses between the parts taken two at a time for

teachers were analyzed in the same manner as for the students (see Table 1) . These

results are presented graphically in Figure 3.

- 5 -



FICURE 3 ABOUT HER'

A relatively high degree of consistency was indicated for all teacher responses

for Parts I and II, Explicit and Actual E7.:pectations. Less censistenc7 was found

for the other comparisons for teachers between parts. Of particular note, was the

strong negative correlations between Part 1, Explicit Expectations and Part III,

Realized Expectations for the teachers in the Experim,ental group. Although the

difference was not as strong, it can also be seen in the Experimental teachers'

perception of the relation between Part II, Actual Expectations, and Part. III,

Realized Expectations.

A second interesting relation is found in the statistics for C2, the most

teacher-oriented group (see Sokol and Marshall, 1968). Teachers' responses of

their perception of what students are actually expected to do and what they

actually do Were highly positively correlated. As can be noted in Table 1,

students' responses on these two parts were also highly positively correlated.

Yet the data further indicated that for C2 there was a negative correlation between

the students' perception of their actual behavior and the teachers' perception

of the students' behavior. That is, even though the students in this program

saw themselves doing what they were expected to do and the teachers saw the stu-

dents doing What they actually expect the students to do, the teachers and students

were in daagkeoment as to what the students were actually doing.

When the correlations of the teachers' responses between parts were compared

among the three programs they were found to be significantly different at the .05

level- Homogeneity among programs was still observable in Figure 3 for Parts I and

II. However, this was not evident for Parts I and III or Parts II and III.

- 6 -



Discu,:-i(-1

As stated pre' iou31 eficic:ley 0[ c.c ,:mnic.ition ITjnht be deternired on

the has of the con::,,rucnce eN:, by netj:t the ,'oirelation botwccn teaehorf, aid

student: on Fart I or Part IT. f.lthouc.h previtu-; research has suggested a. pos-

sible dicrepancy btwven E;:pliet and ,ctual emetations there was no evidence

of such a discrepancy in these data. Tn fa:.IL a hit,h degree of relation was

attained for the E:-)licit and Actual oNpect:Atiocis for students and teachers in

each of the three progress .

The results of the congruence data Woc:::_d Pct inc!cruLL efficiency of commu-

nication of.wci.;:(Le expectations. Yet, it would appear from the factor analy-

ses data in the initial study (Watson, NarshiAl, Sokol, In Press) that there is

efficient communication of cmicAaazed role orientations.

Generally, there appears to be higher congruence between students and teach-

ers in both of the Control groups than for those in the Experimental group. Ho..,,-

ever, the statistics do not appear to support either. a .5t!Lonfley positive or neg-

ative relation. Conversely, the original factor results (Watson, Marshall, Sokol,

In Press) for teachers and students in the Experimental group indicated a high

consistency of role orientation.

The negative relation between teacher and student perceptions might appear,

taken by itself, to argue for lack of communication in the innovative program.

However, placing these data in the perspective of those presented in the previously

reported study (Watson, Marshall, Sokol, In Press) another possible interpretation

emerges. The factor data from the initial study indicated that the Ep teachers

were committed to the process orientation and that this orientation and the con-

comitant general expectations were communicated. Furthermore, the behavior of

the students, according to the report of both student and teacher groups, diverged

7 -
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from the c.7.-.1ventional Irnctices :ound in the conventional. gronnE. Tic pre-

vious two points, th:n, indicate Clot, a1 talc" cory;istency can be oh served in the

general. chaigc in program orientriLion, ci;cn e in tervs of 1!:ctv.1(.!, of Etudents

(role definition) h-is net in the perceptions of the teachers - occurred to the

degree which they would ueem to C:onire.

This conjecture weeld seers to be supporLed by evidence on the relations noted

for student teacher congruence. was previously pointed ont in the presentation

of the findins, there wc:-3 a lack of efficiency for the colavaication of specifle

expectations, particollrly for the Ep group a--; conoared with the conventional roans.

However, a noteworthy reversal in this relation emerged when comparing the groups

in terms of realized e%poctations. This would seem to indicate that, even though

the communication of specific expectations from the Ep teachero to their students

is diffuse, as compared to the conventional teachers, they ae MA. ,Isens4t.i.ve to

the actual behaviors of the students in their program.

As might be expected from the nature of a program emphasizing student involve-

ment in the learning process, the efficiency of communication of individual expec-

tations is less than in the conventional programs. However, contradictory to the

theoretical construct of roles and communication, it would appear that it is

erroneous to assume that such lack of congruence is detrimental to the translation

of a gen,:ral goal orientation into actual behavior, or that it detracts from satis-

faction with a program. It appears equally erroneous to assume that congruence

of expectations p ze leads to satisfaction even when the expectations are per-

ceived by the participants as being realized. This is borne out by the fact that

for the program demonstrating the greatest degree of congruence of expectations

(C2) the students indicated on the WAS that they cU.d not enjoy the activities of

the program, and that for the program demonstrating the least degree of congruence

- 8 -
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of c",:pectatio.ls , the students indicated tha!: activti

of the program.

These data sugwst that Fatisfaction is more hiFhly dependent on the aatnrc

of the students' role within a pro 'rant than on the efficiency with which exl.ce-

tations are communication.

9
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Corre)ation:: of VA';

Prouam Group(s)
2.

Parts*

Ep Toacher vs. Stuent -.167 +.051 +.501
Cl Teacher v:7-.. Strdent -..376 +.310 +.425
C') Teachr vs. Stu]cu. +.16:! +.416 -.270

I and TT i and II1 II and III

Ep Students +.592 +.46 +.750
C] Studi:nts +.706 +.631 +.806

C2 Studepts +.754 +.692 +.856

Fp Teachers +.680 -.718 -.237
Cl Teachers +.555 +.207 +.156
C2 Teachers +.715 4.453 +.707

*VsJ.ng Fisher a, with SE .0n/4, the d I ffernces in correlations betueen
groups Ep-C1, Ep-C2, and C]-C2 were all significant at the .05 level.
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l'art

Explicit

11 Actual

Line Crapil of Currc1:iLiLt:1 C,:2.f;

Cl Ep C2

-1.00 -.75 -.50 -.25 +.25 +.50 +1.00

ED Cl

-1.00 -./J 0 -1-.'ZD +.50 +.75 +1.r20

III Poalized
C2 Cl ED

-3.00 -..50 -.25 0 +.25 +.50 +.75 +1.0J

Figure 1. Graphic illustration of con3ruence L,,,twecn students and teach2rs for
Ep, Cl, eud C2.
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P.11; Cr;:ph of Col'I-e1;:,tjon

r'-licit
and Cl C7

Actual 0 +.25 +.5(: +.75 +1.00

Explicit
and En Cl C2

_ _ _ _
Realized 30 -.25 0 +.25 .1,:r)0 +.75 +1.00

Actual
and Ep Cl C2

Realized -1.00 -.25 -.50 -,25 0 +.25 +.50 +.75 +1.00

Figure 2. Graphic illustration of congruence of students among tUe three
parts of the 1.:AS ior Ep, C.], and C2.



Parts Linc: Graph of Cnrrelation Corfricicnts

Explicit
and Cl Cr C2

Explicit
and
Realized

Actual
and

Realized

Ep Cl C2
+.75

C2

+1.00-.50 -.25

Ep

0 +.23

Cl

+.25

+.50

-1.00 -.75 -.50 -.25 0 +.50 +.75 +1.00

Figure 3. Graphic illustration of congruence of teachers for Ep, Cl, and C2
between the three parts of the WAS.


